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I love you with all my aching heart... <3
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1 - Never Forget Who I Am

My dear even after I am gone and sent up to above,
I only ask that you remember me and never forget who I was....
Please don't lose my smile in your cluttered head,
Always remember that moment when we woke together in bed.
I hope I will never fail at winning your love,
Your presence alone is all that's enough.
So keep on living if I suddenly move along,
and just look back and read my loving song.

When the days upon me grow, like the way that I want,
everyone doesn't laugh at us or point us out,
they are all those people that rant,
that let me be far but never be distant,
Though my every last wish will come true...
In my dreams I will still be with you.

Cause it's me and I'm missing you now,
I know it's never gonna happen,
Or was that the last chance that began,
Where I can always pass your tests.
and all I've wanted was one last kiss on my lips,
but I gone and left you alone, Thomas.

Last time I remembered your face,
but when you left I forgot it's place.
I always get this way when you leave,
even if after a picture I keep.

Why is it I fall for you?
why is it I laugh too?
Tell me why when you stare in my eyes,
I laugh, you smile, and everything right?
Tell me why when I think of losing you,
I begin to feel cold and I cry soon.

Is it very so that I love you a lot?
Or is it so that we are tied in a knot?
My love swirls deep within my entire body,
I want to hold you in my arms, my dear Tommy.

The first time I met you, I nearly fell,
my ankles became faint and you could tell.



You hid behind blanket of nothing but ash,
I wiped your face clean and began to laugh.
You were so silly to me and I couldn't help it,
you acted as though you were hiding behind a cheaply written skit.

But I saw through that illusion just as I have seen through your eyes,
I can't help but wonder how long we will live together through life.
I don't even need to guess on it and neither do you,
because if you remember I will always be new.
Nothing boring and nothing ever dull,
Remember that I said that my heart will always be full?

I will keep my word even after I'm long gone,
You are my lover... forever and for always,
Remember Tommy, for it will always be our lovesong.
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